Honey Comb Placemat.
This pattern is only for your personal use.
Side Way Poncho is © copyright July 2006, Graciela Worth

Crochet edging

I-cord edging

Materials:
For each placemat you need 2 skeins of Sugar and Cream 2.5 oz. On 2
contrasting colors.
Fine gauge board with at least 48 pegs. I used the board from Frame
Knitting.com. And I Left 5 rings on each side, which gives you a gap of 3/8”
between both boards.
Tools pick.
For the border either a crochet hook or a yarn needle to sew the I-cord to the
placemat.
Finished dimensions without border: 14 ½ by 13 inches.
With lighter color cast on 48 pegs using the Lucet cast on.
Note: this stitch works on multiples of 6, and once you learn it, you can
use for baby blankets, afghans, purses on any item you wish to.
The wrap used is for zig zag stitch.
Placemats can be done for every holiday, using different combinations of
colors, the edging could be done on a third color.
Instructions:

Cast on with Lucet method 48 pegs, meaning use 48 pegs on each side of
the board.
Row 1 and 2 .- E-wrap all pegs for zig zag stitch an knit off with darker
color.
Row 3: With lighter color wrap 2 pegs, * skip 2 pegs, wrap 4 pegs*. Repeat
from * to * end e-wrapping 2 pegs. Knit off the pegs that have 2 loops on
them. So the ones that only have one loop, are left alone.

Row 4, 5 and 6: Wrap with Lighter yarn, The pegs, on Light color and knit
off.
Row 7 and 8: Wrap with darker color all pegs and knit off.
Row 9: With lighter color e-wrap 5 pegs, *skip 2 pegs, E-wrap 4 pegs*,
repeat from * to * end e-wrapping 5 pegs.

Row 10, 11 and 12: Wrap with Lighter yarn, The pegs, on lighter color and
knit off.
Repeat rows 1-12 fifteen times and cast off.
Edging, can be done with a simple crochet or you can make an I-cord 54
inches long and then sew it to the placemat.

